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Inauguration and Alliance Lecture
Mark Year "42-'43

Farming, Fortune and Bohemian Irons" Interest in War

This is the story of a year, the week-to-week headlines and the threads of tangled opinion and the olive-drab uniforms that were Bryn Mawr 1942-'43. Call it a colorless sort of life, or a life of its own. It's what you have got yourself into.

Miss McBride started it, on September 30, by telling Bryn Mawr girl that her own, she served in the Donny, and started a Young Women's pattern circle on October 5th with Miss McBride's inaugur­

ation and clerical work; they re­


curred ones, and both the first and

men's Parades last fall and that the demands of the war have partially limited the handbook. You're a spendthrift you won't

of the Faculty left for Wash­

ington, rationing hit the campus,

and Sylvia Brown stole the Fresh·

men's Band blaring forth the sac­

march through the night until sud­

denly they are rolling and scramb­

ing madly down a hill towards a huge fire, surrounded by a deter­

mend ring of Sophomorea. The Sophomores ha va been

enrolled, and with the Sopho­

September 25

Registration of Students. De­


tory may be able to ebange the

There are also openings in both

Choir are also open to Freshmen.

First Aid, nutrition, and home mechan_
The freshmen hall plays, to be held in the Cornelia Otis Skinner Room, are non-dramatic and Tracy. This is the attempted imposition of the experimental week was held in Goodhart Auditorium, and at the end of the year they’ll be in the Music Room in Goodhart. The next event is likely to come at Rockefeller before we meet to do our work. The students entertain a night with an event, with any of them, give your name to Lucia Hedge (Pem- brook-West, A.B. ’45) in the student office. Names of anyone who would like to usher at the services will be appreciated.

Morning services will be held every day in Goodhart. They are short, very informal, and last from 7:00 to 9:00, and are run entirely by the students. The Little Chapel is at the top of the stairs in the wing of Goodhart, which juts out towards the campus. It is always open and everyone is welcome to go in there at any time.

The ministers who will conduct the Sunday evening services during the fall semester are listed below:

October 7th: The Reverend John E. Walther, Chaplain of the United States Military Academy, West Point, N.Y.
October 14th: The Reverend Andrew L. Henderson, Prebendary of the Holy Trinity Church, New York City.
October 21st: The Reverend John J. Ander, Rector of the Emmanuel Episcopal Church, New York City.

Fall 2022: The Reverend Robert Russell Wicb, D.D., President Emeritus of the University of Pennsylvania.
October 7th: The Reverend John E. Walther, Chaplain of the United States Military Academy, West Point, N.Y.
October 14th: The Reverend Andrew L. Henderson, Prebendary of the Holy Trinity Church, New York City.
October 21st: The Reverend John J. Ander, Rector of the Emmanuel Episcopal Church, New York City.

In case of fire drill put out all cigarettes and grab your desk’s fire blanket. If you have an expensive cigarette or tobacco, you must get special permission. Students who are smoking a book have burned up in the general confusion and desk’s slips in the winds. Don’t believe anyone who says they remember your name. Consider all strange freshmen names; they are usually going to be your Student Advisor. The WHAV broadcast run from 7:00 to 9:00, and are run entirely by the students. The Little Chapel is at the top of the stairs in the wing of Goodhart, which juts out towards the campus. It is always open and everyone is welcome to go in there at any time.
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HINTS TO FRESHMEN

In Search of Long Lost School Friends

The long lost first grade angel, who told you she was taking gymnastics while passing the time of day beside the bulletin board, who signed her name to the water balloon pool? The answer, I set aside here in the hopes that it will lead to a reunion.

Makins
Barrett, M. 66 AB
Corner, M. 66 AB
Ewing, N. 66 AB
Grossman, S. 66 AB
Hampl, L. 66 AB
Heckheimer, S. 71
Henne, P. 64
Krae, P. 73
Levin, M. 56
Parker, R. 56
Pearse, E. 67
Potter, J. 65
Reinhardt, L. 66
Reynick, A. 69
Taffe, T. 54
Tomic, J. 71

All Good Girls Scout

Saunders' Barn Calls

Saunders' Barn to a thousand people is foul, for, of course, it is only the three ways which are approached today. You should, at the latest, be in the barn by 5:30 a.m. Tuesday, and before long you'll have a warm—and sometimes rather chilly—bath of white curtains which don't fit. The remaining philosophy while passing the Denbigh Peabroke Stew, Comer, M. .......................... 69
Egerton, K. ....................... . 39
Berman, S. .......................... 87
Dimond, N. .......................... 68
Nelson, M. ......... ................ . 68
Pearse, E. ..................... ....... 67
Heckheimer, S. ............... . 71
LICratz, H.
Einhorn, H. .......................... 74
Tomic, J. .......................... 71
Richardson, M. .......................... 74
Hitchcock, ... . .. .................. 48
Nelma, .................. . ............. 80
...

Lost School Friends

Chittenden, J. .......................... 83
Taylor, .......................... 48-

Rationing and Bonds

Feature '42-'43

Continued from Page One
we gave dances for the Air Corps Cadets, for four girls for each two-act cadet. The people from Fortune Magazine invaded the campus and looked at the length of our skirts and our pigtails and asked us what we thought of entertainment and how we felt about religion. The marriage announcement list reached a high of nine in one week. We heard nutrition lectures, Robert Frank, Eben H. Tschirtzian, and Margaret Bourke-White. The light of their compulsory assemblies, with their "News running pro and con" and their meat certificates in biology, the sleeping rooms, the meetings in ball dressing rooms for individuals. We won their independence and a series of non-compulsory, were presented. No sooner was the student body awakened, they turned up their tail for the Ball, Burton, Keith, and Hill Bill Tassel. We were ready for post cooperation. In March, Self-Government dropped the book upon a new war-fighting and the undergrounds again rose and demanded their rights, vetoing the plan by

Haverford, Pa. Auddrens 2117
E. S. McCauley & Co., Inc., Bookbinders

WELCOME, BRYN MAWR FROM
RICHARD STOCKTON COLLEGE

NANCY BROWN DRESSES

16.95 to 35.00

AT BRYN MAWR STATION

J. E. LIMEBURRNER CO.
827 LARCHMONT AVENUE
BRYN MAWR, PA.

GUILDCRAFT OPTICIAN
WE SOLICIT IN THE MAKING OF LENSES FROM
OF THE MEMBERS OF YOUR EYE PROFESSIONAL S
IN THE TIPING OFF YOUR INDEPENDENT EYE CRAFTERS
IN THE FULFILLING THE GLASSES YOU WANTED 
IN THE REPAIRING OF LENSES...

THE MEET AT THE GREEN'S

TASTY SANDWICHES

Refreshments
Juncher's Dinner

New HighSeen Ahead in Sports Activities;
Tennis Tournament Opens 1943 Fall Season

A great year is coming in Bryn Mawr sports. Men's, women's, and good supervision — everything points to a successful '42-'44. Already the West End shows off its reputation in tennis and matches in the fall.

The Freshman tennis tournament certainly starts everything off with high hopes. Good weather, and much matters, the score, practically no one expected such a game. It was a success. Perhaps, the upper common, might just have our very own Greek tennis for the winner.

HOCKEY PRACTICE

Miss Grace will snatch all news from the season as fast as you can see. Three tickets and afterwards expect to see a crowd of stick-swingers.

Bryn Mawr is lucky to be one of the best hockey teams in the country, well-dressed college teams being better than ever. All-American players. The varsity: underclassmen "white" till the moment, each year, because only better bl]any thing is spoiled by a fast, always strong defense. Mention, of course, is made to baseball.

In February, you'll play some good games. The interclass
The Local Cinem

Seneca: Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr.

Tonight: The Constant Nymph, with Charles Boyer and Joan Fontaine.

Armsco: Lancaster Avenue, Ardmore.

Tonight: The Leopard Man and Taxi Murder.

Tuesday, etc.: Appointment In Berlin, with George Sanders.

Anthony Wayne: Lancaster Avenue, Wayne.

Tonight: Batasan, with Robert Taylor.

Tuesday, etc.: Appointment in Berlin.

The Theatre

Walnut Street Theatre, Philadelphia: Life With Father, with Henry Daniell, Buzz Sawyer, and June Walker.

Locust Street Theatre, Philadelphia: Arsenic and Old Lace, with Boris Karloff.

Forest Theatre, Philadelphia: Irena F. Oo, with Olsen and Johnson.

Bryn Mawr: Candida, by George Bernard Shaw. Saturday evening only.

Seekers Told Where To Find it by "Nees" Continued from Page One

You will dance at the Biltmore or the Adelphie if you find yourself at Club Ball. The Broad Street or the Little Biltmore offer Broad and Broad or Broad and Spruce if you prefer. Linden Lane also has floor shows; and if it's after twelve you'll find all your friends at the Embassy Club on Walnut or at the Rendezvous, also on Wall st. (just like a half-size Hallway House).

If this doesn't impress the dream man from Missouri, you'll have to take him to New York.

Bonfire to Celebrate Annual Parade Night Continued from Page One

The class of 1938, when the parade starts, will burn a 15-foot sparkle, signifying the bonfire. The bonfire is burning in effigy. Tonight: Bataan, with Robert "Froshle" was burned in effigy.

Maison Adolphe

French Hairdressers

Special Price for Students

Theatre, Philadelphia: Life With Father, their aide to the bonfire. On the late y Monday, the Sophomores blocked the stairways, forcing the freshmen to go around by Rockefeller.

More Raes

The next year a diatonic, de-attached fan, and staff discus at the 1929's song. Benjamin, the porter in Pembroke, who had done some work as a detective agent in New York, discovered a dictaphone concealed in Pembroke's main room. In the spirit of the thing, he later helped search the gymnasium.

Dancing Delight

Community Kitchen LANCASTER AVENUE Open Wednesday by Appointment

have a Coca-Cola = Howdy, Neighbor

from Arizona to Australia

At home or abroad, when the American soldier sees how a "Cola" to a stranger, he's made a new buddy. From Mississipp to Melbourne, Coca-Cola stands for the peace that refreshes everyone the mark of the good neighbor.

SOUVENIRS UNDER AUTHORITY OF COCA-COLA AGENCY OF PHILADELPHIA COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

 stocks are a safe bet at Christmas or birthday time.

If you're feeling adventurous, the bus will take you to Ardmore where you'll find clothes at Burt's, June Ring's and Dorothy Bullett's (Lans of Salzburg). Straw-brellas and cloves will provide anything (for a price) from evening gowns to chokers for curtains. Puerto de Mexico is excellent for interesting and amusing gifts.

Puerta de Mexico

Maison Adolphe

French Hairdressers

Special Price for Students

186 Lancaster Ave., Bryn Mawr

Boy War Bonds

Bryn Mawr

Imported Yarns

Ary Happen

Ary Block Yarn Domestic Yarns

Greetings Cards

THE COLLEGE NEWS

New Gym Instructor Starts '47 Swimming

"What is your reaction to Bryn Mawr's newest instructor?" the statement of News interviews was asked while the interviewee stood in a pool of water, at the new athletic gymnasium swimming pool. The purpose of the statement was Miss Frances Colville, the new instructor in Physical Education, who is taking the place of Miss Yeager, now with the Red Cross. Miss Colville was formerly swimming instructor of those freshmen who were undertaking initiation to Bryn Mawr athletics in a spurt of the sink-or-swim ordeal.

"I'm very happy," was her reaction which she gave while timing the submerged freshmen. "I've been in the water for 20 minutes this long time," she shouted at most of the others explaining that she had taught swimming each summer at the Pate Log Camp in New York, and such swimming, hockey and tennis here. Miss Colville has come from Wellesley, where she took her B. A. and M. S.

Gym Has Atmosphere "It's hard to find anything on Campus," said Miss Colville, but she thinks the two floors which she now knows intimately, is just as much "atmosphere" as the rest of the college. She expressed approval of the swimming pool, in spite of having to show it the asphalt and even though the lake of caps has proved a menace. She recommended "shower caps" in lieu of some-times. I'm sure the mice which Freshmen we saw were diving bare-headed. Since Miss Colville at one point mentioned that she "had a period of fatigue and antipathy was needed for better use, the Interview terminated.

Laerters Night Ritz 1 Changed by Shortage Continued from Page One terms for the benefit of the Freshmen the success of the event will depend on whether people are willing to give up their lanterns. Whatever plan is adopted by the Sophomore class in 1937, the Sophomore class will have less lantern expense than their predecessors, covering only candles and changes in glass.

Laerters Night has changed greatly from its origin in 1897. It was at first rather forlorn in tone and was held in the afternoon. It has expanded gradually to perform the most impressive custom-hallowed ritual of Bryn Mawr tradition.

HAVE TEA WITH YOUR S. A.

INN

Page Four